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Our story
DNA Dance Company was founded in Bologna in 2013
by Elisa Pagani.
Since then, the company has been working nationally
and internationally, weaving together artistic
productions, educational and community projects of a
diverse scale and nature. In order to support that, DNA
developed over the years flourishing collaborations with
different Italian and foreign realities, among which
Scenario Pubblico – Compagnia Zappalà Danza, FND –
Aterballetto, Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and
Dance in London (UK), Big Stories - Barcellona (ES),
Northern School of Contemporary Dance in Leeds (UK),
Radialsystem in Berlin (DE), Florence Dance Festival,
Accademia Nazionale della Danza in Rome, Cittadellarte
Fondazione Pistoletto.
DNA since 2016 holds the direction of D.R.OP. - Dance
Research Opportunity, an on-stage professional training
program structured as a youth company.



Artistic Director
Elisa Pagani

Elisa Pagani starts as
a choreographer in
2005, working with
theatre and dance
theatre directors. 

In 2013 she founds
DNA.

She works as a guest
choreographer in several
training centres, among

which Accademia Nazionale
di Danza (Rome), Transitions
Dance Company (London),
Centro ArteMente (Milan),

and ROS - Opus Ballet
(Florence).

Elisa is commissioned to
make works for festivals

and prestigious
institutions, among which
Cittadellarte Fondazione
Michelangelo Pistoletto,

Performare Festival, Genus
Bononiae, Festival

Conformazioni.

She is now Head of
AlmaPRO - hotbed of

artistic production and
training - in Bologna, where

she leads a professional
training course for

contemporary dancers,
APPfoundation, and a

postgraduate company,
D.R.OP.. 



The beginning, the starting point of DNA's creative
process, manifests the will of putting what moves us in
order, firstly as human beings and then as dancers.
Human relationships, mutual discrepancies, the emotional,
intimate, growing and survival places, the unsolved
dichotomies between desires and reactions create a
dynamic environment in which the body is danced,
operating its own redemption.
The urgency to restore visibility to those internal
languageless realities we all have, defines the key to DNA's
choreographic work.

The offer of performative and educational events
promoted by DNA is fluid and nuanced, as it is suitable for
very different development possibilities. 
Along with the repertoire conceived for theatrical spaces,
the company offers custom-made site specific events,
workshops, sharings, seminars, collateral events to the
shows and community projects.

Our poetic



Videoreel

• Productions 
• Repertoire
• Commissions
• Community projects

Our projects

https://vimeo.com/402208266


WHITE NOISE
2 dancers - 50 min

The piece begins with a sacred, ancient ceremonial, a
dreamlike, wild, primitive ritual that honors the nature
of the feminine, blends and confuses the bodies,
praises personal power, hoping to overcome the limit,
to finally embody the attempt to regain possession of
the archetype of the fearless and masculine warrior,
ready to face the action, the fight.
Experience reveals the need to reconnect, to
temporarily resolve otherness and biological
competition, towards a common goal, a single and
unique purpose; the resolution inevitably leads to a
small death, the silence of the wind and the background
noise, simple, immediate, almost ironic, all-
encompassing.



WE MIGHT KISS means to describe the journey within a process of re-discovery of oneself and
the system one has lived in, revealing this way collective conscience and memory.
Human life, observed under these lenses, is nestled into a much bigger system: geological,
astronomical, between inner reality and outer landscape, frail and powerful, necessity and
inertia.
The performative project is divided in two parts:
PART 1: A site specific introduction to the show which takes place as an interaction between
the performers and the present and online audience members. 
PART 2: Traditional performance in the theatre, where conventional roles and distances are
restored. 
The difference lies in the new personal relationship found between spectator and performer. 

WE MIGHT KISS
 

 4 dancers and 3 musicians - 45 min
 

A production by DNA, ERT, Fondazione Rocca dei
Bentivoglio,

 in collaboration with Scenario Pubblico and  digital platform
PAD - Pareti Ispirate

 

https://vimeo.com/488823532


THE SPACE BETWEEN
 

3 dancers and the participants to the community workshop
 - 60 min -

 
The Space Between was born from the lucky encounter between DNA,
composer Valentino Corvino and Cittadellarte Fondazione Pistoletto.

This choreographic project intends to question a new humanity,
triggering the Third Paradise: a place and time of balanced connection

between artifice and nature.
The show develops in 3 parts:

Thesis - Creation for 3 dancers, presented to the audience in a frontal
and traditional way.

Antithesis - The audience is invited to sit along the perimeter of a
square space-stage within which the restaging of the movement

described above will take place by three amateur performers, of three
different age groups.

Synthesis - In this third phase, the audience will be invited to randomly
occupy the entire stage space. Part of the spectators will have taken
part to a community creative workshop, based on the creative tools

developed during the creation process with the company.

https://vimeo.com/629814181


LANIAKEA

3 dancers - 30 min
 

Lasting creation for unconventional spaces, which aspires to a
multidisciplinary configuration between dance, video installation

and live sound.
Laniakea means "immeasurable sky" in the Hawaiian language, and

it's a super cluster of galaxies which includes the Milky Way.
In a perpetual attempt to create a space between bodies and

places, we understand that we crave a fullness of time, not things.
We want to clean up and heal the seed that gave life to the things
of existence, to keep only the potential of gestation and new birth,
to get to that point which represents the origin, the meaning, the

genesis.
Loss is conscious, desired and sought after. Emptyness is a place

where you can find and recognize yourself. 

https://vimeo.com/645776567


A GUIDE TO SOLVE THE RUBIK'S CUBE
rearrangement 2022

a performance for dancers, community and a participating audience - 45 min
 

Doesn't matter how old you are, what binds you to others is relationship, affection and love. When we're young we experience the
genuine and stubborn bond, growing up we cherish the relationship with challenge and the need to protect our individuality, as elderly

we rely on the other with responsibility, solidity, certainty.
A guide to solve the Rubik's cube questions how relationships influence and change our lives, letting the nuances and essence of a

shared existence emerge. The pièce investigates the power of human interaction and what comes out when different bodies meet, with
different experiences, stories, identities and feelings.

https://vimeo.com/278995661


THE TREE OF LIFE 
The Tree of Life is an intergenerational performative project open to a collective audience participation, which wants to analyse the
concept of ageing and time flowing. The aim is to celebrate the natural life cycle and the constant return to life and birth. 
The project envisages the creation of three performative actions (not necessarily connected to each other) which put in dialogue
generations and bodies with diverse artistic experiences. 

THE CIRCLE OF LIFE 
Loop performance conceived for
museums, shopping centres, stations,
libraries, where the group of
performers ages as time goes by. It is
possible to envisage interaction with
the audience.

THE TRANSMISSION OF LIFE 
The participants are led to discover and
create a personal expressive solo and
encouraged to transmit it to other bodies in a
live or video perfomance. 
Project realised with the support of PerAspera
Festival and AUSER.

THE LINE OF LIFE 
Travelling exhibit: a long line of people
in age order slowly walks through the
streets. The installation wants to tell
the idea of "seeing the life passing", in
a context of a collective urban event.

https://vimeo.com/459948811
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DI SFERE E PARADISI 

Created in partnership with Cittadellarte for a conference
delivered by wordly renowned artist Michelangelo
Pistoletto at the University of Bologna.
Based on the concept of Third Paradise, expressed by
Michelangelo Pistoletto, the choreography brings to light
different stories, ages and struggles, in a drawing framed
by the continuous and relentless flowing of time.

PLAYLIST FOR THE END OF THE WORLD 

Created for the Centre of Contemporary Art Luigi Pecci
The world's history is our history, and it exists within the
faults of the Earth's crust, in cosmic cycles, in the genetic
evolution of a fetus, in the chemical reactions that keep
us alive. The end of the world, highlighting the attention
on its ceasing, celebrates the world itself in its entire long
existence.

https://vimeo.com/331076676
https://vimeo.com/209002212
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MATERICA 

Variable number of dancers, 1 dj - Variable duration 

A site specific performance created for unconventional
spaces, taking shape from the suggestions brought by the
history of the space itself. The entanglement becomes the
choreographic element of connection, perception and gestural
architecture. Performance with live djset.

FIRSTLY, MY NAME 
 

for Transitions Dance Company
9 dancers- 20 min

 
Inspired by Alessandro Baricco's novel Oceano Mare, the

piece questions the condition and the situation of
immigrants nowadays. The choreography looks tenderly and
hopefully to humankind in a time of loss of spirit, power and

community.
 

 
Password: TDC2020elisa

https://vimeo.com/448809531


AVEVO UN RIFLESSO NEGLI OCCHI E NON
TI HO VISTO ARRIVARE

 
 9 dancers - 20 min

 
The wound shows itself as an element to be welcomed and
adapted to the body.
The laceration and its cause are two different realities that
must be reintegrated, swallowed and digested, through a
shared, common, social action of filling and accompaniment.
The experience is shared, in order to lose its limiting nature
and to become part of the dynamic through which a conflict is
overcome, endured and transformed into fruitfulness, therefore
into redemption.

THE WHALE'S WOMB 
 

rearrangements for 5 dancers -  25 min
 

The womb of the Whale is the landing place for many
literary and allegorical shipwrecks, a metaphorical place

where rebirth and redemption can take place. 
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Marketing Manager
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Direttrice Artistica
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